TODAY'S TOP STORIES

1. Husband and wife steal 80 patient records, use credit card information for $300k shopping spree Full story

2. Marquee Dental Partners acquires Bohle Family Dentistry — 5 things to know Full story

3. Drs. Elissa Heard, Don Erbes & more — 5 dentists making headlines Full story

4. Medicare cuts payments to 758 hospitals for HACs: 6 things to know Full story

5. Whitepaper: Dental practice owners: Which business model is right for you? Click here to learn more and download.

6. Aspen Dental team provides care in Honduras Full story

7. Many dentists do not abide by standard of care guidelines for root canal treatment — Here's why Full story

8. Patterson issues quarterly dividend, Aspen Dental opens Texas practice & more — 5 key notes Full story

9. Which US regions have the most medical practice